The aim of the present work is to determine the moisture diffusion coefficient in peas applying, in a first step, a methodology previously published in the literature by Uddin et al. [1] for determining constant diffusion coefficients taking in account the volume reduction associated to the drying process.
Introduction
Usually bio-products such as fruits and vegetables have high initial moisture content and present appreciable volume shrinkage during the drying process. Shrinkage of biological materials takes place simultaneously with moisture diffusion during drying and thus may affect the drying rate. It is important to take into account the shrinking phenomena when determining the moisture diffusion coefficients. When this phenomenon is not negligible there are not analytical solutions available for the equations describing this moisture diffusion process. In these cases changes in radius should be taken into consideration when predicting moisture profiles and, also when estimating diffusion coefficients. Not taking into account volume shrinkage leads to over-estimated diffusion coefficients (Xianxi et al. [2] ; Guohong et al. [3] ).
A simple method for determining diffusion coefficients taking into account the variation in radius was proposed by Uddin et al. [1] . It is based on a modification to the one term truncated infinity series solution that takes into account the reduction in radius. Examples of its application to drying can be found in Hawlader et al. [4] , Giovanelli et al. [5] , García et al. [6] , Martínez et al. [7, 8] .
The aim of the present work is to determine the moisture diffusion coefficient in peas applying, in a first step, the methodology previously published in the literature by Uddin et al. [1] for determining constant diffusion coefficients taking into account the volume reduction associated to the drying process. Then, in a second step, the diffusivity values are adjusted in order to satisfy a more rigorous model of the drying-shrinking problema by means of an optimization procedure. The optimization step is justified because the methodology of Uddin et al. is based on a solution of the diffusion equation that is not valid for drying-shrinking problems. Finally, in a third step, by means of another optimization step, the model of the shrinking phenomena is improved.
Materials and Methods

Uddin methodology
Mass transfer processes are commonly described by the second Fick's law, the phenomenological parameter in this equation is the mass diffusion coefficient. Analytical solutions to the diffusion equation for mass transfer in solids are available for some cases under certain assumptions among which could be mentioned constant volume and constant diffusivity. In particular, for unidirectional mass transfer in slabs or spheres with a symmetry boundary condition at the centre and a Dirichlet boundary condition at the external border, with uniform initial diffusant content, these solutions are given in the form of infinite Fourier series and are the departing point for the determination of constant moisture diffusion coefficients at a constant temperature from the truncated to just one term or at most to a few terms of the series when volume shrinkage is not relevant. A method presented in the literature for determining diffusion coefficients taking into account the radius variation was proposed by Uddin et al. [1] . It is based on a modification of the one term truncated infinity series solution to take into account the reduction in radius.
In the Uddin et al. methodology the moving boundary condition is introduced a posteriori in the solution for the fixed boundary condition. As signalled properly by Hawlader et al. [4] this approach is a simplified one and the diffusivity coefficient determined by his method can be considered an effective diffusivity. However, the methodology provides an effective diffusion coefficient of the specimen under given drying conditions which is valid for the assumed model. , ceq the equilibrium moisture content, c0 the initial moisture content, R the particle radius (m) Then D, the moisture diffusion coefficient, could be obtained from the slope of a plot of Ln(ω/ω0) versus t or t/R 2 for those cases in which the shrinkage is negligible. For those cases for which this condition is not sustainable the proposed methodology proceeds as follows. The reduced radius R' at time t was related to the moisture content at each time instant by the following equation:
Where R0 is the radius at the initial time, R' is the reduced radius, ω0 is the initial moisture content (kg water/kg dry mass) and ωt is the moisture content at time t. n is an exponent to be found which makes that the plot of Ln(ω/ω 0) versus t/ R' 2 results in almost a straight line. A value of n equal 0 means there is not shrinkage and a value of n=1 would indicate that the reduction in volume is equal to the volume of the water transferred to the air.
In the present work we start with the diffusion coefficients obtained with the Uddin et al. approach. In the second step the drying process is posed, as a direct moving boundary problem in which the diffusion coefficient is assumed as known and with experimental radius-time data. The model (given below) is numerically solved, the average moisture concentration at each integration time step is obtained and the average moisture content profile is compared with the experimental results. If the difference between the experimental and the predicted profile is beyond certain tolerance according to a predefined norm the diffusion coefficient is improved through an optimization algorithm until the desired tolerance is satisfied. The model is implemented in the software Berkeley Madonna discretizing the spatial variable of the distributed parameter model by finite differences and integrating the set of ordinary differential equation with one of the integration methods available in the software. The optimization step is carried on by means of the optimization algorithm with which Berkeley Madonna is provided with experimental radius-time data. The optimization procedure is carried on taking as objective function the minimization of the difference between the predicted moisture content and the experimental one at the time for which this difference is higher. After finding the optimal diffusion with experimental radius-time data, in the third step, by means of another optimization procedure, the model of the shrinking phenomena is improved taking as objective function the minimization of the difference between the predicted radius and the experimental one at the time for which this difference is higher.
Model of the drying process considering shrinkage
Assuming that the drying process is described by the diffusion equation, considering that the concentration is a function of volume and time, that the volume is as well a function of time and, after transforming the moving boundary problem into a fixed boundary problem by means of a change of variable (z=r/R) in order to have variations of the dimensionless spatial variable between 0 and 1 (Crank [10] ), the following equation is obtained:
where r denotes the radial distance from the centre of the sphere (m).The consideration of a spherical particle leads to a symmetry condition at the centre of it:
An equilibrium condition is assumed at the solid-gas interface:
A uniform moisture content profile inside the solid is assumed at the initial time:
Assuming that the solid´s volume reduction is proportional to the volume of water lost by it (Aguerre et al. [11] ), the following equation gives the shrinking rate (3e)
Where is a proportionality constant introduced in order to fit the model predictions with the experimental data to be found. The initial condition for this equation is:
The average volumetric moisture concentration is given by (4) In order to solve the above equations when the diffusion coefficient is assumed to be known, the spatial variable is discretized by finite differences leading to a set of ordinary differential equations which are integrated with a proper method for stiff equations.
Results and discussion
This work departs from experimental data obtained in a small scale batch fluidized bed drier for drying of peas (Gómez et al. [12] ). Peas were dried at three different temperature levels of the air fed to the drier: 50, 60 and 70 °C. The moisture content and the diameter of the peas were recorded along the drying time. These data were fitted by analytical expressions in order to have available the moisture content and the diameter at each time instant during the drying process. The effective moisture diffusion coefficients of peas dried at each one of the temperature levels at which the experiments were carried on were determined applying the methodology proposed by Uddin et al. described above. The values obtained are presented in Table 1 (Martínez et al. [8] ). Posteriorly, the constant values obtained were tested in the more rigorous model of the drying process represented by equations (3a-3d and 4). These equations were solved discretizing the spatial variable (radius) by finite differences and the set of ordinary differential equations were integrated together with the boundary conditions by means of an integration method proper for stiff equations. In these simulations the experimental radius values corresponding to each integration time step were provided by the corresponding fitted expression to the radius-time experimental values. These values ofthe diffusion coefficients, as expected, led to poor predictions of the moisture evolution as shown by the dashed lines in Figs In a second step the diffusion coefficients were improved in order to give a better agreement with the experimental moisture content profiles when the model given by equations (3a-3d and 4) was employed. This was done by an optimization procedure utilizing the optimization tool included in the software Berkeley Madonna. In this optimization step the experimental radius values given by the radius-time fitted expression were employed. The objective function to be minimized was the absolute value of the difference between the moisture content experimental value and the predicted one at each integration time step. The variable to be optimized was the effective diffusion coefficient. The profiles obtained with the optimized values in the rigorous model but still with the experimental radius values are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3 by the dash-dot-dot-dash lines.
The improvement in the agreement between the experimental moisture content profile and the predicted by the simulations can easily be appreciated. However, even though the moisture content predictions were quite acceptable, the radius evolution predictions given by equations (3e-3f) were quite poor. Therefore, a third step was carried on in order to improve the particle size predictions. This was done through a second optimization step with the optimization algorithm included in the software Berkeley Madonna in which the variable to be optimized was the parameter introduced in equation (3e). The objective function to be minimized was the absolut value of the difference between the experimental radius and the predicted one at the time in which this difference was bigger before the optimization. The results in the moisture content are shown in figures 1, 3 and 5 by the short dash-dot-short dash lines. It can be appreciated that the predictions of the moisture content profiles employing the experimental radius values and those obtained with radius values given by the model does not differ appreciably. The radius profiles obtained with equations (3a-3f and 4) and the experimental ones are shown, for each temperature level considered in this work, in figures 1, 2 and 3. It can be seen that, even though, the particle size predictions are not as good as the moisture content predictions, they are acceptable. 
Conclusions
A methodology proposed by Udin and Hawlader for the determination of moisture diffusion coefficients taking into account the shrinkage of the stuff being dried that is easily applied provides diffusivity values that are taken as first guesses of an optimization procedure under a more rigorous model. Having obtained the optimal moisture diffusion coefficients employing the experimental radius evolution data a second optimization step is carried on in order to obtain an acceptable prediction of the radius evolution. The results obtained shows a very good agreement with the experimental moisture content evolution at the three temperature levels analysed and an acceptable agreement with the experimental radius evolution.
